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Accurate remote-sensed precipitation data are crucial to the eﬀective monitoring and analysis of ﬂoods and climate change. The
Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) satellite product oﬀers new options for the global study of precipitation. This paper
evaluates the applicability of GPM IMERG products at diﬀerent time resolutions in comparison to ground-measured data. Based
on precipitation data from 107 meteorological stations in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, GPM products were analysed at three
timescales: half-hourly (GPM-HH), daily (GPM-D), and monthly (GPM-M). We use a cumulative distribution function (CDF)
model to correct GPM-D and GPM-M products to analyse temporal and spatial distributions of precipitation. We came to the
following conclusions: (1) The GPM-M product is strongly correlated with ground station data. Based on ﬁve evaluation indexes,
NRMSE (Normalized Root Mean Square Error), NSE (Nash-Sutcliﬀe), FAR (False Alarm Ratio), UR (Underreporting Rate), and
CSI (Critical Success Index), the monthly GPM products showed the best performance, better than GPM-HH products and GPMD products. (2) The performance of GPM products in summer and autumn was better than in winter and spring. However, the
GPM satellite’s precision in undulating terrain was poor, which could easily lead to serious errors. (3) CDF models were
successfully used to modify GPM-D and GPM-M products and improve their accuracy. (4) The range of 0–100 mm precipitation
could be corrected best, but the GPM-M products were underestimated. Corrected GPM-M data in the range >100 mm were
overestimated. According to this analysis, the GPM IMERG Final Run products at daily and monthly timescales have good
detection ability and can provide data support for long-time series analyses in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region.

1. Introduction
Precipitation is an important part of the water cycle of terrestrial ecosystems [1] and has a profound impact on atmospheric and hydrological processes. Precipitation is one of
the most important hydrological meteorological variables [2]
as it provides the underlying data of most studies on hydrology, climatology, and ecology [1]. At present, the meteorological observations of the national basic meteorological
observing stations and the surface precipitation radar are the
main observation methods for rainfall. However, while the

rainfall data of gauges are highly accurate, only the precipitation data of the corresponding point can be obtained [3].
Therefore, it is hard to fully reﬂect the spatial distribution and
changes in rainfall intensity [2]. Also, there is a lack of data on
polar, marine, and remote mountainous areas. Although
ground-based rain radars can indirectly obtain precipitation
information with high temporal and spatial resolution, their
accuracy is aﬀected by the spatial structure of the ground and
their observation range is limited [3].
In recent decades, the development of remote sensing
and geographic information systems and generation of
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corresponding remote-sensing product data have provided
entirely new methods and means for precipitation observation [4]. The successful launch of the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM) has created a new era of global
satellite rainfall monitoring [2] TRMM carries the ﬁrst
space-borne precipitation radar (PR), which provides 3D
precipitation echo information. The Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM), a new generation of satellite precipitation products, is a follow-up to the TRMM. Comprehensive assessments of the TRMM satellite in China have
been carried out, including accuracy evaluation of space
scale and drought and waterlogging events, based on the
diﬀerent timescales of the TRMM satellites [5–10]. As the
new generation of precipitation observing satellites, GPM
provides more options for studying precipitation, and
currently, scholars from diﬀerent regions of the world have
conducted preliminary assessments of GPM IMERG and
TRMM products. Some assessments of the GPM (IMERG)
have been conducted in Iran [11, 12], Korea [13], Japan [13],
the Blue Nile Basin [14], Southern Canada [15], India [16],
Singapore [17], Austria [18], the Main Bolivian Watersheds
[19], and Peru [20]. GPM-3IMERGHH is more accurate
than TRMM 3B42 V7 in describing the spatial distribution
of precipitation [13, 16]. Chiaravalloti [21] assessed GPM
and SM2RAIN-ASCAT rainfall products over complex
terrain in southern Italy and found that MERG has good
performance at the time resolution greater than 6h. However, there are still several uncertainties in diﬀerent regions,
time periods, topography, and precipitation patterns [17]. In
China, many scholars have studied the precision of the GPM
[22–28, 36]. Comparing GPM products with the TRMM
(3B42V7) product, it was found that GPM performed better
than TRMM in relatively dry climates. On the monthly scale,
the accuracy of GPM in winter precipitation in mainland
China is obviously better than that of TRMM because GPM
improves the observational ability of weak precipitation and
solid precipitation [29, 30]. At the same time, GPM can
detect the changes in precipitation day by day [22]. In extreme precipitation events, all the GPM IMERG products are
superior to the TRMM series of satellites [17]. In diﬀerent
elevation zones of the Tianshan Mountains, the GPM
showed lower error and a higher correlation coeﬃcient with
the observation stations [25].
Remote-sensing data include regional and seasonal
systematic deviations and random errors. These deviations
can be corrected by calibrating the data with rainfall data
measured by on-ground weather stations [31, 32]. Many
scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of work on the
error correction of satellite precipitation products. Common
methods are interpolation method, physical model method,
and statistical model method. AghaKouchak et al. (2009)
corrected the uncertainty of precipitation by establishing a
two-parameter stochastic model and used the maximum
likelihood to estimate the random error and the multiplication error to correct the TRMM data [33]. Cheema and
Bastiaanssen (2012) used the regression analysis (RA) and
geographic diﬀerence analysis (GDA) to locally correct the
TRMM3B43 precipitation data and found that the GDA
calibration method performed best in the mountainous area
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[34]. However, research on Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) products mostly focuses on veriﬁcation of the
accuracy of data from diﬀerent regions; however, research
on GPM product data correction is scarce. Guo et al. (2016)
conducted accuracy veriﬁcation on the GPM data before and
after the calibration of the Global Precipitation Climate
Centre (GPCC) monthly data. It was found that the correlation coeﬃcient of the calibrated GPM data products in
the national and regional areas was signiﬁcantly improved
and the relative error was reduced [35]. Jin et al. (2018) used
the MERGE error correction method to reduce the precipitation error in high-altitude areas eﬀectively [36].
According to the research into TRMM data correction,
cumulative distribution function (CDF) models can be ﬁtted
to precipitation distribution data by using the gamma distribution of two parameters [32, 37]. For cumulative precipitation data, the CDF model uses a cumulative
distribution function based on multiyear precipitation,
which is suitable for spatial and temporal data correction
[38–40].
At present, research evaluating the applicability of the
GPM products and correction in Beijing, Tianjin, and
Hebei Province is relatively scarce. Precipitation is one of
the important sources of water resources in Beijing,
Tianjin, and Hebei [41]. Rainstorm events can cause serious
economic losses in the area, adversely aﬀecting urban
operations (roads, transport, etc.) [42]. Therefore, a focus
on precipitation events in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region is important. In this paper, our purposes are as follows: (1) to evaluate the performance of the post-real-time
GPM IMERG Final Run product at three temporal resolutions (i.e., half-hourly, daily, and monthly) over the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region of China; (2) to analyse the
applicability of GPM-M products at diﬀerent rainfall intensities and regions; (3) to correct the GPM-M products
and the GPM-D products by using CDF model to improve
accuracy; and (4) to analyse the temporal and spatial
distribution characteristics of precipitation based on
modiﬁed GPM-M products. This paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 introduces the study area and the different data sets used in this study; Section 3 describes the
methodologies used for evaluation and correction; Section
4 presents the results and discussion; and ﬁnally, Section 5
provides concluding remarks.

2. Study Area and Data Sources
2.1. Study Area. This article focuses on the areas of the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region that called Capital Circle in
Northeast China—from the Taihang Mountains in the west
to the Zhangbei Plateau in the north, the North China Plain
in the south, and the Bohai Sea in the east. Figure 1 shows
geographical position, topography, and gauges of the study
area. The overall topography is high elevation in the
northwest and low in the southeast [43]. The BeijingTianjin-Hebei region is situated within a warmtemperate monsoon climate, with dry springs and wet
summers.
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Figure 1: Geographical position, topography, and gauges of the study area.

2.2. GPM Products. Global Precipitation Measurement
(GPM) is a new generation of satellite precipitation products. Its purpose is to develop the next generation of a space
measurement system which can realize frequent and accurate global rainfall measurements [4]. Based on the success
of TRMM, GPM focuses on deploying a “core” satellite,
under joint development by NASA and the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA) [4]. Launched in February 2014,
the Core Observatory combines advanced microwave detection techniques and data correction algorithms to provide
more options for studying precipitation. It carries the ﬁrst
space-borne Ku-/Ka-band dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR) and a multichannel GPM microwave imager
(GMI) [4, 44]. The DPR instrument (Ku-band at 13.6 GHz
and Ka-band at 35.5 GHz) provides three-dimensional
measurements of precipitation structure which are more
sensitive to rates of light rain and snowfall than the TRMM
precipitation radar [44]. The GMI instrument (frequency
from 10 GHz to 183 GHz) is a multichannel, conicalscanning, microwave radiometer, with the aim of measuring precipitation features such as intensity and type [13, 45].
Compared with TRMM which focuses on the observation of
precipitation in the tropical and subtropical regions, GPM
can capture low precipitation (<0.5 mm·h−1) and solid-state
precipitation more accurately, extending measurements to

±68° latitude [4]. The GPM also extends the TRMM sensor
load, signiﬁcantly improving its precipitation observation
capability. Its high-resolution precipitation products can
reach 0.1° latitude/longitude spatial resolution and halfhourly temporal resolution.
IMERG is a level-3 GPM product and uses the algorithm Day-1 U.S. multi-satellite precipitation estimation
which relies on three existing algorithms, namely, TMPA,
CMORPH, and PERSIANN [46]. The algorithm aims at
intercalibrating and merging “all” satellite microwave
precipitation estimators, along with microwave-calibrated
infrared (IR) satellite estimates, precipitation gauge analyses, and potentially other precipitation estimators. To
obtain rainfall estimates for this study, ﬁrstly, all input
datasets were processed using the Goddard proﬁling algorithm 2014 (GPROF2014) and IR rainfall estimates.
Then, the rainfall estimates were recalibrated by the Climate Prediction Centre’s (CPC) Morphing-Kalman Filter
(CMORPHKF) using the Lagrangian time interpolation
technique and the PERSIANN-Cloud Classiﬁcation System
(PERSIANN-CCS) to ensure products had 0.1° spatial and
30 min temporal resolutions. Finally, to improve the accuracy of the product, monthly Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC) products were utilized to correct
the bias.
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These three latency periods, known as “early,” “late,” and
“ﬁnal,” were delayed by about 6 hours, 18 hours, and
4 months, respectively, between the collection of observations and the generation of data products. The GPM
(IMERG) ﬁnal run version 4 product was used, which is the
post-real-time research product in the IMERG suite [47].
The “ﬁnal” IMERG has three kinds of datasets (Table 1):
half-hourly scale data (hereafter called GPM-HH), daily
scale data (hereafter called GPM-D), and monthly scale
data (hereafter called GPM-M). These datasets are useful
for long-time series analysis of precipitation events and for
disaster risk. Therefore, in this paper, we evaluated the
applicability of these three kinds of data in the BeijingTianjin-Hebei region. And, we corrected GPM-M and
GPM-D products using Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) model. The IMERG products were downloaded
from the PMM website (http://pmm.nasa.gov/data-access/
downloads/gpm).
2.3. Gauge Data. We screened the national meteorological
stations in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Some gauges
with missing data were deleted, until 107 national meteorological stations were ﬁnally selected. Based on the site
precipitation data, the adaptability of GPM products to
Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei at diﬀerent timescales was
evaluated (Figure 1). The dataset time series used was the
monthly average precipitation from March 2014 to 2016;
and the daily and hourly precipitation from January to
December 2016. By obtaining the average monthly precipitation at each gauge, GPM-M products were evaluated.
The period of participation in the evaluation was from
March 2014 to December 2016. The precipitation was
greatest in July–September, making veriﬁcation more reliable during that time. Therefore, the daily and hourly
precipitation data from 1 July to 30 September 2016 were
selected for evaluation of GPM-D products and GPM-HH
products. Finally, the monthly and daily precipitation data
were used to correct GPM-M and GPM-D products using
CDF model.

3. Methodology
3.1. Preprocess of GPM Products. The data in this article are
referred to in World Time. GPM IMERG products are raster
data. Table 1 illustrates the grid unit of the GPM-HH
products in mm/h. Therefore, the hourly accumulation of
2 half-hourly precipitations was then multiplied by a factor
of 0.5. These three types of data indicated the precipitation
rate and therefore needed to be converted into actual rainfall
in millimetres. The formulas are as follows:

3.2. Applicability Evaluation Indices. GPM products at different timescales were compared and analysed according to
the grid point values of the corresponding meteorological
stations and satellite precipitation data [25]. The quantitative
and qualitative correlations between satellite rainfall and
ground-based weather station rainfall data were evaluated
using two kinds of quantitative indexes (mean) and correlation coeﬃcients (CC). The mean was used to assess the
accuracy of satellite precipitation products for rainfall
measurements. The average showed the trend of satellite
precipitation data in the region; and CC indicated the linear
correlation between satellite rainfall data and ground-based
weather station rainfall data. The precision evaluation of
precipitation products of diﬀerent magnitudes used NashSutcliﬀe (NSE with a range of ∞ to 1) and normalized root
mean square error (NRMSE) as indices [48]. The higher the
NSE value, the closer the GPM value was to the gauged value
and the better the simulation eﬀect [49]. The ability to detect
rainfall events from satellite rainfall data can be assessed
comprehensively in three categories: False Alarm Ratio
(FAR), Underreporting Rate (UR), and CSI. The lower the
UR, the smaller the false negatives; the lower the FAR, the
smaller the empty forecast. In fact, CSI is a more balanced
score [22]. RMSE and BIAS are used to evaluate the accuracy
of the modiﬁed GPM-M products. The root mean square
error (RMSE) is used to assess the overall level of error and
accurately reﬂect the accuracy of satellite precipitation
products. When the Relative Bias (BIAS) is greater than 0, it
shows that the estimated value of satellite is less than the
measured value. The closer the BIAS is to 0, the better the
agreement between the satellite detection eﬀect and the
measured value [49].

3.3. CDF Model. The gamma distribution has strong
adaptability and can be ﬁtted to many positive observation
datasets. Precipitation distributions are usually skewed
and many studies have shown that the gamma distribution
is the best model for ﬁtting to precipitation data [38–40].
The gamma distribution, denoted as Γ (α, β), had a
probability density function:
1
⎪
⎧
⎪
xα−1 e−x/β ,
⎪
⎨ βα Γ(α)
f(x) � ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,

x > 0,
x � 0,

(2)

∞

yHH � P × 0.1 × 0.5,
yD � P × 0.1 × 24,

products; P is the GPM image grid value; and ND is the
number of days at diﬀerent months.

Γ(α) �  xα−1 e−x dx,
(1)

yM � P × 0.001 × 24 × ND ,
where yHH is the rainfall of GPM-HH products; yD is the
rainfall of GPM-D products; yM is the rainfall of GPM-M

0

Here, x is the amount of precipitation in mm. Maximum
likelihood estimation is used to determine the shape parameter α and the scale parameter β of each gamma
distribution.
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Table 1: GPM ﬁnal IMERG products summary.

GPM products (latency)

Research contents

Abbreviation
Resolution
GPM-HH
0.1°–30 minutes
GPM-D
0.1°–1 day
Adaptability evaluation
GPM-M
0.1°–1 monthly
Final IMERG (4 months)
GPM-D
0.1°–1 day
Data correction
GPM-M
0.1°–1 monthly

4. Results and Discussion

n
n
⎝1  x ⎞
⎠ 1
A � ln⎛
i −  ln xi ,
n i�1
n i�1

√�������
1 + 1 + 4A/3
α�
,
4A
β�

4.1. Adaptability Evaluation of GPM Products
(3)

ni�1 xi
,
nα

Here, A is the precipitation interval, xi is the amount of
precipitation in the sample, and n is the total number of
samples. So, the CDF for precipitation over a given timescale
can be expressed as follows:
x

f(x; α, β) �  f(t) dt.

(4)

0

The CDFs can be used to model precipitation data
measured by both meteorological stations and the GPM
satellite. The CDF curve ﬁtted to the GPM data is corrected
using the CDF curve for ground-measured precipitation.
Since the amount of precipitation in the CDF model cannot
be 0, it needs to be treated separately.
Assume that the monthly precipitation recorded by
ground gauges is XGauge , the corresponding GPM pre′ .
cipitation is XGPM , and the corrected precipitation is XGPM
Then, the speciﬁc process is shown in Figure 2.
(a) As shown in Figure 3, data from 107 sites are randomly divided into (1) 75 sites used for construction
of the CDF model (training dataset); and (2) 32 sites
for model accuracy veriﬁcation (validation dataset).
(b) When XGauge � 0, let XGPM � 0 to reduce the GPM
satellite’s empty reporting rate.
(c) When XGauge > 0, the CDF curves of the diﬀerent
precipitation ranges are established by using the
meteorological station data for the study area, as
CDFGauge . The corresponding CDF curves of GPM
precipitation are recorded as CDFGPM . Using
CDFGauge to correct CDFGPM , we obtain the revised
GPM precipitation of diﬀerent precipitation ranges,
′ . This can be expressed as follows:
XGPM
′
XGPM
� CDF−1
gauge CDFGPM XGPM .

Dates
Precipitation units in GIS ﬁle
2016.07–2016.09
0.1 mm/h
2016.07–2016.09
0.1 mm/h
2014.03–2016.12
0.001 mm/h
2016.07–2016.09
0.1 mm/h
2014.03–2016.12
0.001 mm/h

(5)

(d) Use the validation dataset to verify the accuracy of
the model.
(e) The CDF correction model is applied to the whole
research area to achieve revised GPM-D and GPMM data for the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region.

4.1.1. Results of Adaptability Index. Based on the statistical
metrics (Table 2), we evaluated GPM precipitation products
based on the observation data of 107 ground meteorological
stations. Table 3 shows that the correlation between GPM-HH
products and the precipitation data of the gauges was lower,
reaching only 0.38. The correlation between GPM-D products
and the precipitation data of gauges was higher at 0.75.
Compared with GPM-HH and GPM-D products, GPM-M
products had strong correlation at 0.90. As the timescale
increased, NSE showed a weaker trend while that of NRMSE
tended to be stronger. The closer NSE was to 1, the closer were
the GPM products and gauged values. The lower the NRMSE
value, the smaller the error. Therefore, the GPM-M products
show the smallest error and greatest accuracy. The GPM-HH
products had the lowest accuracy. There may have been
spatial heterogeneity, with great uncertainty [15]. Compared
with half-hourly scale products, monthly and daily scale
products showed smoother extreme values and lower errors
relative to gauge measurements. The ability to detect precipitation events was analysed using FAR, UR, and CSI, with
CSI having a more balanced score. As shown in Table 3, the
UR, FAR, and CSI at the daily scale were 0.38, 0.20, and 0.53,
respectively, better than those of the GPM-HH products.
GPM-M products had the highest CSI and best detection
ability for precipitation events. According to the trend shown
in Table 3, the ability of the tested products to detect precipitation events, in order from high to low, were GPM-M,
GPM-D, and GPM-HH.
4.1.2. Spatial Distribution of GPM-M’s Adaptability.
Based on Tyson polygons, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region
was divided into 107 polygons dictated by the locations of
the 107 weather stations. Each polygon represented the
largest inﬂuence range to obtain the spatial distribution of
statistical indicators at diﬀerent timescales and seasons.
Figure 4 shows that satellite precipitation products at the
monthly scale (GPM-M) were a good reﬂection of the
precipitation events in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region.
Most of the region correlation coeﬃcients were greater than
0.9. Meanwhile, GPM-M products had a higher NSE value
and a lower NRMSE value with higher accuracy. GPM-M
products also had the strongest detection ability for precipitation events. According to the spatial distribution of
index, the GPM satellites were poorly represented in precipitation events in the marginal areas of the northwest and
southeast of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. The regions
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the CDF model for precipitation correction.
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Table 2: List of the statistical metrics used in the evaluation.

Statistic metrics
Mean (M)
Correlation coeﬃcient (CC)
NRMSE

Equation
Mx � 1/Nnn�1 xn ; My � 1/NN
n�1 yn
−
y
)/δ
δ
CC
�
Cov(x
n
n �x y
��������������
NRMSE � ( 1/NN
(xn − yn ) )/(1/NN
n�1 yn )
������������
�
n�1
N
2
RMSE � n�1 (xn − yn ) /N
N
BIAS � (N
n�1 (yn − xn ))/(n�1 yn ) × 100%
N
2
2
NSE � 1 − (n�1 (xn − yn ) )/(N
n�1 (yn − yn ) )
UR � n01 /n11 + n01

RMSE
BIAS
NSE
Underreporting rate (UR)
False alarm ratio (FAR)
Critical success index (CSI)

FAR � n10 /n11 + n10
CSI � n11 /n11 + n01 + n10

Optimum value
NA
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

Note: n represents number of samples; xn represents the satellite precipitation estimate; yn represents the gauge observed precipitation; Cov() represents the
covariance; δy represents standard deviations of gauge precipitation; δx represents standard deviations of satellite precipitation; n11 represents the precipitation observed by the gauge and satellite simultaneously; n01 represents the precipitation observed by the gauge but not observed by the satellite; n10 is
contrary to n01 ; and n00 represents the precipitation observed neither by the gauge nor the satellite.

Table 3: Adaptability index at diﬀerent timescales (CC, NRMSE,
NSE, UR, FAR, and CSI).
Statistical
indicators
GPM-HH
GPM-D
GPM-M

Consistency
CC
0.38
0.75
0.90

Precision
NRMSE
9.78
2.87
0.58

NSE
−0.3
0.53
0.8

Detection
ability
UR FAR CSI
0.46 0.58 0.31
0.38 0.2 0.53
0 0.06 0.94

coinciding with better satellite performance were mostly in
the plains. The southeast of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region
is located on the coastline of the Bohai Sea. GPM satellites
perform poorly in complex calibration systems that distinguish between rain and no rain [13]. With higher precipitation, the error of GPM products increases relatively,
resulting in reduced data accuracy. Due to physical errors, it
is very diﬃcult for GPM sensors to detect deep convection
caused by unstable air mass [13]. The areas in the northwest
(mountainous) and southeast regions were unable to accurately detect precipitation events as they were not conducive to the transport of water vapor, so had less
precipitation. GPM satellites had diﬃculties detecting
microprecipitation. The contour map of precipitation was
drawn according to the average monthly precipitation in
July from 1970 to 2000, shown in Figure 1, and the areas of
Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei were divided by diﬀerent rainfall
intensities: 0–100 mm, 100–150 mm, 150–200 mm, and
200–250 mm. According to the correlation between GPM
products and meteorological stations in diﬀerent precipitation intensity areas, it was found that the correlation
coeﬃcient was low at 0–100 mm, mostly high between 150
and 200 mm, and higher areas with 200–250 mm were less. It
could be seen that with greater precipitation intensity, the
trend of the correlation between GPM and gauges increased
ﬁrst and then decreased slightly. This may have been due to
the limitations in GPM for detecting microprecipitation,
resulting in the lowest correlation in areas with relatively low
precipitation. For higher rainfall areas, the GPM was prone
to large deviation, with a slight decrease in precipitation of
high-value area correlation. The comparison of GPM

product accuracy for diﬀerent precipitation intensity areas
found that GPM-M products had the highest accuracy and
performance in the region of 100–200 mm precipitation
intensity. For diﬀerent rainfall intensities, GPM products at
diﬀerent timescales had diﬀerent performance capabilities
(Figure 4). The GPM-M products had the weaker ability to
detect precipitation in areas near the 150 mm contour.
4.1.3. Temporal Distribution of GPM-M’s Adaptability.
The amount of precipitation varies signiﬁcantly throughout
the seasons. Therefore, based on the monthly GPM products
(GPM-M), the satellite data and gauge data of the 107 sites in
the study area were classiﬁed according to the season (spring:
March-May; summer: June-August; autumn: SeptemberNovember; and winter: December-February); therefore,
quarterly precipitation data were captured. Based on the
correlation coeﬃcients of the diﬀerent seasons (Figure 5), the
correlation coeﬃcient of spring and winter was slightly higher
than that of summer and autumn. However, the performance
of GPM products at autumn and summer is better than that of
spring and winter. In spring and winter, the research area is
dry and cold, mainly showing small amounts of precipitation
and snowfall, which is a great disturbance to the detection of
precipitation by GPM products. The precipitation in summer
and autumn is higher than that in spring and winter; that is,
the performance of GPM products in wet season is better than
that in the dry season. Figure 6 shows the quarterly average
rainfall at all stations from the GPM products and gauges
from March 2014 to December 2016. Based on the ﬁgure, we
can see the rainfall distribution of satellite data is in good
agreement with the data of ground meteorological stations,
which can well reﬂect the rainfall in each season. However,
there are some deviations in the speciﬁc quantities and GPM
estimates are generally overvalued.
4.2. GPM Products Correction and Accuracy Veriﬁcation
4.2.1. Data Correction Based on CDF Model. We used
precipitation data from 75 national meteorological stations
and the GPM products to build CDF curves for correcting
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Figure 5: Numerical values of CC, NRMSE, and NSE at the
seasonal scale.

the GPM data. Table 4 shows the shape parameter α and
scale parameter β for the two CDF models.
Figure 7(a) is a graph based on the CDF models (day), in
which the green line is the CDF curve of the gauge data, the
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Table 4: CDF model shape parameter α and scale parameter β.
Gauge
α
0.6469
0.5462

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6
CDF

CDF

CDF model (day)
CDF model (month)

GPM
β
75.2344
34.4265

0.4
0.2
0

α
0.8139
0.7976

β
66.8997
26.814

0.4
0.2

0

50

100

150
200
250
Precipitation (mm)

300

350

400
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GPM-CDF

0

0

100
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: CDF curves for gauge, GPM, and GPM-CDF datasets. (a) Day; (b) month.

red line is the CDF curve of GPM-D precipitation training
data, and the blue line is the CDF curve of CDF precipitation
validation data through the CDF model. Figure 7(b) is a
graph based on the CDF models (month), in which the red
line is the CDF curve of GPM-M precipitation training data.
After calibration, the CDF curve is more and more consistent with the CDF curve of the gauge data, indicating the
eﬀectiveness of the modiﬁed model. Table 5 shows the
precision of the CDF model. The correlation of the CDF
model was slightly lower than the correlation of the GPM
original precipitation product. However, the RMSE of the
CDF model was less than that of the original data, while the
precision increased. The BIAS of the CDF model was close to
0, indicating that the agreement between the satellite and
ground-measured data was good. Because the BIAS was less
than 0, it indicates that the GPM data were underestimated.
Therefore, the CDF model is suitable for GPM-M and GPMD data correction in the study area.
4.2.2. Accuracy Veriﬁcation of the CDF Model. To further
quantify the accuracy of the CDF correction model, monthly
precipitation data from 32 national data stations were used to
verify the model (veriﬁcation dataset). It can be seen from
Table 6 that the accuracy of the GPM-D and GPM-M data was
improved after correction although it was overestimated.
Figure 8 shows the CDF correction results. The abscissa
represents the month and the ordinate represents the average
monthly precipitation. Figure 8(a) shows that the calibrated
result is closer to the real value. When the average monthly
precipitation is larger, the correction eﬀect is better. At the
same time, when the GPM precipitation is greater than the

Table 5: Comparison of the CDF model results.
Statistical indicators
GPM-D
CDF model (day)
GPM-M
CDF model (month)

CC
0.7500
0.7839
0.9031
0.9028

RMSE
12.3831
10.5738
26.3928
25.7803

BIAS (%)
−7.58
4.53
12.31
0.12

Table 6: CDF model veriﬁcation results.
Model validation
GPM-D
GPMCDF (day)
GPM-M
GPMCDF (month)

CC
0.7569
0.7959
0.9159
0.9167

RMSE
12.9672
11.6452
26.0057
25.3933

BIAS (%)
6.75
4.76
0.56
0.92

gauge precipitation, GPM-M products can be better corrected. When the GPM precipitation is less than the site
precipitation, the corrected result often deviates more from
the real value (Figure 8, red box). The main reason is that
when the GPM precipitation is less than the site precipitation,
the CDF curve of GPM precipitation is under the gauge CDF
curve after trend ﬁtting, which makes the corrected GPM
value smaller than the gauge data. Figure 8(b) shows the
results of the CDF model (day). After correction, the precipitation of GPM-D product is closer to the real value.
Since the CDF model is better than the original data, we
further discuss the correction eﬀect of the correction model
in each precipitation interval. Because the daily precipitation
range is small, GPM-M data are selected for discussion. As
shown in Table 7, correction worked best in the ranges of
0–100 mm and >200 mm. Because of the presence of trace
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Figure 8: The results of the CDF model. (a) Month and (b) day.

precipitation in the 0–100 mm interval, the accuracy of GPM
will be aﬀected. High precipitation (>200 mm) results in
larger GPM precipitation errors. The CDF-segmented model
can eﬀectively correct the errors caused by trace precipitation and extreme precipitation. Among them, the
accuracy of corrected GPM-M data was highest in the 0–
100 mm interval, but the data were underestimated. The
corrected GPM-M products in the >100 mm range were
overestimated.
4.3. Analysis of Temporal and Spatial Distribution
Characteristics of Precipitation Based on Corrected
GPM-M Products
4.3.1. Interannual Variation of Precipitation. We used
GPM-M data modiﬁed by the CDF model to analyse the
spatial and temporal distributions of precipitation in the
study area. This paper synthesized corrected GPM-M data
and annual data to obtain a mean annual precipitation map

(Figure 9). As can be seen from Figure 10, the highest annual
precipitation was concentrated in the northeastern area,
where it reached 820 mm. The lowest annual precipitation
was concentrated in the northwest. From the northwest to
the southeast, the precipitation decreased gradually and
showed a clear banded distribution.
4.3.2. Precipitation Changes during the Year. Based on the
CDF-corrected GPM-M data, the mean monthly precipitation distribution in the area was calculated (Figure 10).
The monthly distribution was approximately the same as the
annual one; however, in July, precipitation in the sub-highvalue areas of annual precipitation was the highest and had a
banded distribution. From November to March of the following year, precipitation in this area was almost <50 mm
and precipitation was scarce. From April to June, the
monthly precipitation gradually increased, and the high
precipitation still occurred in the northeast. Precipitation
mostly occurred in July and August, with a maximum of
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Table 7: CDF model veriﬁcation results according to precipitation range.

Training dataset

Validation dataset

Indicators
CC
RMSE
BIAS (%)
CC
RMSE
BIAS (%)

0–100 mm
GPM
GPMCDF
0.8505
0.8359
21.1972
19.3445
26.56
7.3
0.8741
0.8622
19.7058
17.5907
26.6
7.4

100–150 mm
GPM
GPMCDF
0.298
0.2976
34.9012
37.677
2.79
9.06
0.2196
0.2173
36.7289
38.3842
2.01
4.21

N

Precipitation (mm)
High: 820.199
0

70

140

280 km

Low: 282.917

The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region

Figure 9: Mean annual precipitation based on modiﬁed GPM-M
data (CDF model).

250 mm. Meanwhile, precipitation in September and October gradually decreased. In summary, the distribution of
precipitation in the area shows clear heterogeneity in different months, and the diﬀerence in precipitation in different areas is clearer.

5. Conclusion
This study conducted a comparative analysis of the precipitation data of GPM products (Final Run) and the precipitation data of 107 gauges in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region. To begin with, we analysed the applicability and
spatial characteristics of GPM products in diﬀerent timescales. Next, we used the CDF model to correct GPM-M
products. Finally, we analysed the temporal and spatial
distribution characteristics of precipitation based on modiﬁed GPM-M products and reached the following
conclusions:
(1) The GPM-M products have strong applicability and
accurately reﬂected the precipitation events in
the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Based on the

150–200 mm
GPM
GPMCDF
0.3146
0.3135
46.3524
50.6796
8.23
11.68
0.4686
0.4686
52.6878
58.3426
16.38
20.06

>200 mm
GPM
GPMCDF
0.597
0.5993
77.0531
79.635
8.45
8.08
0.658
0.6582
72.5152
74.9895
10.7
10.24

comparison of the monthly mean rainfall, the 12month rainfall distribution of satellite data was in
good agreement with the data of ground meteorological stations, which well reﬂected the rainfall
for each month. However, these are still overrated.
The performance of GPM products in summer and
autumn was better than in winter and spring, and the
performance of GPM products in the wet season at a
monthly scale was better than in the dry season.
Therefore, GPM-M products could be used as the
basic data of a hydrological model. However, GPM
products have poor detection capability in areas with
extremely undulating terrain, such as mountainous
areas. Also, the spatial resolution of rainfall data is still
relatively coarse, potentially leading to error.
(2) With an increase in precipitation intensity, the
correlation between GPM products and sites had a
trend of ﬁrst increasing and then decreasing slightly,
highlighting that GPM products may have uncertainty for extreme precipitation and trace
precipitation.
(3) The accuracy of the CDF-corrected GPM data is
better than that of the original GPM-D and GPM-M
product. The GPM product will be more accurately
corrected when the GPM-estimated precipitation is
greater than the gauge-measured precipitation.
When GPM precipitation is less than the gaugemeasured precipitation, the corrected results tend
to deviate more from the real values. The GPM-M
data range of 0–100 mm can be corrected best. Based
on the CDF-corrected GPM-M data, the spatial
distribution of mean annual precipitation decreases
from northwest to southeast across the study area,
with a roughly banded distribution. The distribution
of monthly precipitation is obviously uneven, but its
trend is roughly the same as that of mean annual
precipitation.
In general, GPM is a new generation of precipitation
observation satellites with high spatial-temporal resolution.
GPM-D products and GPM-M products have strong detection capability for rainfall events, and the accuracy of
correction GPM products increase, which can provide data
support for long-time series analysis in the Beijing-TianjinHebei region. However, due to various factors such as elevation, topography, and longitudinal and latitudinal gradient, it is necessary to further improve the quality and
spatial resolution of GPM to provide a more accurate
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Figure 10: Spatial distribution of mean monthly precipitation in the study area.

estimation of future precipitation. It is of great practical
signiﬁcance to reveal the variations and regularity of precipitation and improve the ability of precipitation estimation
for areas lacking data. In the study of global climate change,
hydrological cycles, the ecological environment, and other
scientiﬁc research, GPM should be of great value. If it can be
applied to agricultural production and disaster prevention,
as well as other ﬁelds involving disaster assessment and risk
prediction, it will have tremendous socioeconomic beneﬁts.
Therefore, ﬁnding ways to improve the data spatial resolution in the study area will be the main content of our next
study.
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